
CALL FOR ARTISTS
> Mögliche Werke / Possible Projects <

Deadline to apply: 21.09.2020

Exhibition dates: 24.10. – 12.11.2020 in Halle(Saale)/Germany

Exhibition venue: BLECH – Space for Art Halle e.V.

For the exhibition ‚Mögliche Werke / Possible Projects' we are looking for your works! 
We are interested in those who have not (yet) made it beyond their state as an idea, 
concept, draft or prototype. 

Unrealized projects are a part of every artist's work. Some artistic works fail due to lack of time, 
space or money, others accompany the artistic work for years as bold dreams. In the current si-
tuation, in which mobility is restricted, borders and distances are clearly perceptible and existen-
tial uncertainties are omnipresent, more artistic works than ever remain in the state of planning. 

With this exhibition we want to open up a space and visibility in terms of concepts, sketches, 
drafts, plans and photographs. At the same time, despite current challenges and immobility, this 
format allows to present and bring international artists together. Since many things cannot take 
place on location and in person, there will be an online programm additional to the exhibtion. 
For an exchange and encounters, the participating artists and their work will be presented and 
discussed on a digital platform. 

Why has the exhibited work remained unrealized? 
What has been created instead? 
How and where do you currently live and work? 

Send your ‚possible work' on a journey and apply by mail until 21.09.2020 at 
thepossibleproject@web.de !
 
Format requirements 
2 pages | format DIN A1 | PDF file, resolution min. 300dpi, please add margins 

On the concept should be visible next to the vision:

-name of the artist(s) 

-title or working title of the possible work 

-planned medium/material/technique 

-planned measures/dimensions/contexts

The design is on the artists themselves. Everything is allowed: texts, sketches, photos (e.g. of models), plans, 

scores, notations, etc. 

The concepts can also be drawn/written/designed by hand and should be send as PDF file.

www.raumfuerkunsthalle.depossible_project_exhibition
thepossibleproject.wixsite.com/exhibition


